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Are we looking into the right places?

❖ Standard Model (SM): our current theory of matter and interaction


❖ Unfortunately, it cannot provide a complete 
description of the Universe: 
 → Higgs Mass is unprotected against quantum 
      corrections in the SM: 
 → Baryogenesis: 
 
 
 → Neutrino physics 
 → Dark Matter


❖ No hints of physics beyond the Standard Model: 
 → Are we looking in the right place?  
 → Null results may point us towards the true nature of the Universe 
      → Hidden sectors with only tiny interactions with the SM                     
      → Signatures are subtle and can easily be missed: Long Lived Particles (LLPs)
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Where hidden sectors can hide?
2

ture immediately leads us to two simple but important
conclusions. There can exist new hidden particles which
are uncharged under SM forces, and there can exist new
hidden forces under which SM matter is uncharged. As
a result, new physics could exist at a mass scale m

hidden

below the energy of current colliders, hidden from us only
by the absence of su�ciently large couplings to the SM.

Like the push for higher energy, the discovery of hidden
sectors with tiny couplings to visible particles has impor-
tant historical precedent. Neutrinos provide the first ex-
ample. They are almost massless, and nowadays under-
stood to be related to charged leptons (electrons, muons
and taus) via their common weak interaction. However,
because the weak gauge bosons are so heavy, the e↵ective
coupling of neutrinos to charged leptons is very small at
low energies. Wolfgang Pauli postulated their existence
in 1930 to restore conservation of momentum in beta de-
cay, but their direct detection via scattering o↵ nuclei
wasn’t achieved until 1956, when large neutrino fluxes
from nuclear reactors became available. The discovery
of this ghost-like neutrino sector was only the beginning,
and these elusive particles still aren’t done confusing us.
For example, we know that neutrinos have masses and
oscillate from one flavor to another, which the SM does
not account for.

Dark matter is the second known example in nature of
a hidden sector, and it also requires physics beyond the
SM. Where there are two, there could be many more. . .

It’s certainly possible for a hidden sector to contain
just one species of particle with no non-gravitational in-
teractions, but even very simple theories can give rise to
dynamics of surprising complexity. Take Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD), the theory of the Strong force in the
SM: a single confining gauge interaction and a few light
quark species produce a bewildering array of interact-
ing hadron bound states. It’s easy to imagine a hidden
cousin of QCD, with its own confining gauge interaction
and its own versions of quarks, and voila: a whole hid-
den world of particles, interactions, decays, and stable or
meta-stable states. This is the classic example of a Hid-
den Valley1 theory, and it exemplifies the rich structure
hidden sectors might have.

Hidden sectors can be connected to the SM via small
but nonzero e↵ective couplings called portals. This is es-
pecially motivated if the hidden sectors play a part in
solving some of the big mysteries. The most important
portal types are illustrated in Box I. These couplings are
small for a variety of di↵erent reasons. Symmetries can
give rise to quantum mechanical selection rules, forcing
interactions between two sectors to proceed via an inter-
mediate heavy mediator state. The mediator is not part
of the SM but interacts with both sectors. Symmetries
can also be approximate, giving rise to small couplings
which violate them.

It’s also possible for some SM states to play the role of
the mediator, most importantly the photon or the Higgs
boson. While the structure of the theory makes these
Higgs Portal or Photon Portal couplings smaller than or-
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Hidden Sector Production

Hidden Sector Slow Decay
Schematic representation of the states of a possible

Hidden Sector in relation to the SM. Colored arrows
indicate possible transitions between states, in partic-
ular from the Hidden Sector to the SM or vice versa.
Quantum mechanical selection rules restrict the form
of interaction between the two sectors, resulting in
slow decays of Hidden Sector states to SM states.
These decays could require excitation of a heavy me-
diator state [1] by “borrowing energy”, courtesy of
the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (green arrows).
It’s also possible that a symmetry stabilizing some of
the Hidden Sector states is slightly broken. In that
case, a small coupling allows for decay into the SM
[2] (blue dashed arrow). Finally, certain SM states
like the photon or the Higgs can play the role of the
mediator [3] (orange arrows). Production of Hidden
Sector states in collisions of SM particles can pro-
ceed by exciting heavy mediators, which decay into
the Hidden Sector, or via the small couplings directly.

Box I: Portals to Hidden Sectors

dinary SM couplings, they are readily much larger than
other types of portals. Furthermore, we already make
lots of Higgs bosons and photons! Akin to neutrino oscil-
lations, the photon could oscillate into a hidden photon2

and interact with hidden states, while a Higgs Boson,
with a mass of 125 GeV/c2, is heavy enough to decay
directly into the Hidden Sector some of the time. Such
exotic Higgs decays are one of the most promising av-
enues for producing hidden sector particles.3

Hidden sectors typically contain massive states which
would be stable in isolation, but in the presence of portal
couplings, they are unstable and decay to the SM. Pre-
cisely because the portal is such a tiny keyhole, this decay
can take a relatively long time! This is what makes Long-
Lived Particles and their spectacular decays a hallmark
signature of hidden sectors.

❖ Quest for new physics is not one-dimensional!  
 → New physics not necessarily at higher energies 
 → New physics could lie at mhidden < TeV 
      (hidden by small coupling to SM)


❖ Possible for a hidden sector to contain just  
1 species of particles with no non-gravitational 
interactions but… 
 → BSM is motivated if the hidden sectors play 
      a part in solving SM shortcoming 
 → Hidden sectors can be connected to the SM 
      via small effective couplings (portals)


❖ Rich phenomenology depending on Mediator nature 
(Heavy mediator, photon-dark photon oscillation, etc…)


❖ Portal is a tiny keyhole: decay can take a long time (Long-Lived Particles, LLP)

Flashes of Hidden Worlds at Colliders, D. Curtin and R. Sundrum,  Submitted to Physics Today, arXiv:1702.02524

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.02524
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The Hierarchy Problem arises because the Higgs Mass is not protected against large quantum corrections in the SM. The
most important contributions are top quark loops [1], due to their large coupling to the Higgs. These loops are intermittent
quantum mechanical fluctuations of the Higgs into top and anti-top pairs. In Supersymmetry, the top loop is cancelled by a
loop of top partners called stops [2] with mass comparable to the top quark. This symmetry assigns the stops the same QCD
charge as the tops, predicting their copious production in proton-proton collisions at the LHC [3]. They typically decay into
sprays of highly energetic SM particles (and, possibly, new invisible particles) within a very short amount of time [4].

Neutral Naturalness4,5 solves the Hierarchy Problem without SM QCD-charged top partners. Under a discrete “mirror”
symmetry, the top quark charged under SM QCD is reflected by a top partner charged under a hidden QCD [5]. Due to the
absence of SM QCD couplings, top partners would not be produced in large numbers. However, due to its coupling to the
top partners, the Higgs boson acquires a new decay mode to the hidden QCD hadrons [6]. Eventually these hidden hadrons
can decay back to the SM via the Higgs portal [7], showing up as macroscopically [8] displaced decays.

Box II: Neutral Naturalness vs Supersymmetry

SOLVING MYSTERIES

Searching for the flashes of LLP decays at the LHC
and other colliders will be a major enterprise, requiring
dedicated analyses and maybe new detectors, but it is
well worth the e↵ort. Here are just a a few examples of
how new sectors with hidden states can address the three
big mysteries.

Let’s start with the Hierarchy Problem. As shown in
Box II, known solutions introduce top partners related to
the top quark by a symmetry to cancel its large quantum-
contribution to the Higgs mass. In canonical solutions
like Supersymmetry, the top partners are charged under
SM QCD, giving rise to large production rates at the
LHC. We haven’t found any sign of those yet. . . Another
possible solution, called Neutral Naturalness4,5, relies on
Hidden Valleys. The top partner is not charged under
SM QCD, but is charged under a hidden copy of QCD. A
striking signature involves exotic Higgs decays to hidden

hadrons, see Box II. These can eventually decay back
to SM particles via one of several portals, giving rise to
displaced decays.
What about Dark Matter? Perhaps the most minimal

and best-known candidate is the WIMP (Weakly Inter-
acting Massive Particle). As illustrated in Box III, it
freezes out in the early universe with a relic abundance
set by its coupling to the SM. The “WIMP miracle” refers
to the observation that electroweak-strength coupling to
the SM, with a DM mass near the electroweak scale,
roughly generates the DM abundance we measure today.
However, this direct coupling also predicts signatures at
direct and indirect detection experiments, which we are
still searching for. They are invisible if produced at col-
liders, possibly showing up as a momentum imbalance in
the collision.
A related example of non-minimal Dark Sectors gener-

ating LLP signatures is FIMP DM6 (Feebly Interacting
Massive Particles), with much weaker coupling to the
SM. In this case, as illustrated in Box III, the relic abun-

Hidden states and the hierarchy problem

Flashes of Hidden Worlds at Colliders, D. Curtin and R. Sundrum,  Submitted to Physics Today, arXiv:1702.02524

❖ Higgs Mass is not protected against large quantum corrections in the SM  
 → Most important contributions are top quark loops  
 → In SUSY top loop is cancelled by the presence of stops 
 → In Neutral Naturalness SM top is reflected by a top partner charged under hidden QCD 
      → Higgs boson acquires a new decay mode to the hidden QCD hadrons 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.02524
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Long Lived Particle at Colliders

❖ LHC allows to probe Hidden Sectors with mmediator or mhidden at/above the EWK scale

❖ High-Luminosity (HL) LHC upgrade will increase the number of collisions by factor 10 

(~1.5x108 Higgs bosons)

❖ LLP production typically occurs at low rates: each individual displaced decay is so 

spectacular that backgrounds are orders of magnitude lower

❖ LLP in thermal equilibrium with the SM 
plasma in early Universe 

❖ As the universe cooled, 
first elements were formed (Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis, BBN) took place 


❖ With few exceptions, LLPs decaying 
during/after BBN would disrupt the 
process 
 → LLP parameter space is finite!

Karsten Jedamzik. Big bang nucleosynthesis constraints on hadronically and electromagnetically decaying relic neutral particles. 
Phys. Rev., D74:103509, 2006. 
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Example of dedicated experiment: Mathusla

MATHUSLA – JPC – Rutgers University – Monday, November 7th, 2016

MATHUSLA

• MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra-Stable NeutraL 
PArticles

4

• a dedicated surface detector for 
ultra-long-lived particle (ULLP) 
decays

• ~5% geometric coverage

• minimal RPC/scintillator 

instrumentation required

• can be virtually background free

[JPC, D. Curtin, H. Lubatti arXiv:1606.06298]

20m
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100m

Surface Detector

(side view)

❖ MAssive Timing Hodoscope for Ultra-Stable NeutraL pArticle 
 → Geometric coverage ~ 5%

MATHUSLA – JPC – Rutgers University – Monday, November 7th, 2016

HYPOTHETICAL LOCATIONS

5

M

CMS

MATHUSLA – JPC – Rutgers University – Monday, November 7th, 2016

PRINCIPLES FOR ULLPS

• Two basic challenges for finding 
ultra-long-lived particles (ULLPs)

• depth x geometrical acceptance


• CMS/ATLAS are large detectors 
with with considerable acceptance, 
but…


• backgrounds

• QCD induced fake backgrounds    

are a limiting factor

3

❖ QCD induced fake backgrounds are a limiting factor in CMS/ATLAS

❖ Virtually background free

❖ Layers of RPCs in the roof: directional 

tracker

❖ Scintillators: additional veto

❖ ~ns →10 cm resolution 

(Vertex and TOF distinguishes LLP  
from cosmic rays, neutrino scattering) 

MATHUSLA – JPC – Rutgers University – Monday, November 7th, 2016

DESIGN SKETCH

• Layers of RPCs in the roof act as a directional tracker

• Scintillators give additional veto:


• ~ns timing, ~10 cm position resolution

• Reconstructed vertex and time-of-flight measurement of final 

states distinguishes LLP decay from passing cosmic rays, 
neutrino scattering


• Need to minimize instrumentation to bring down costs

• Sensitivity grows with volume, cost with surface area

6
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What about CMS?
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CMS long-lived particle searches, lifetime exclusions at 95% CL

❖ About 16 order of magnitude in lifetime covered
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What about CMS?
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CMS long-lived particle searches, lifetime exclusions at 95% CL

Decays to dark sector particles at CMS: long-lived signatures Ted Kolberg (Florida State University) Dark Interactions 2016, BNL
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Searching	for	dark	interac/ons	in	the	
decays	of	h125	

•  BR	(	h125	à	BSM)	<	34%	at	95%	CL	 2	

JHEP	08	(2016)	045	

BR (h→BSM) < 34% at 95% CL

Negative log-likelihood scan of BBSM, 
(combination of ATLAS and CMS) 

when allowing additional BSM 
contributions to Higgs boson width. 

Assumptions:|κV| ≤ 1 and BBSM ≥ 0. 
All other parameters (in the legend) 

are also varied

The Higgs and the dark sector

❖ Dark Interaction from Higgs decay: 
 → Still plenty of space for Exotic decays

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.02266.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.02266.pdf
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Variety of possible final states

❖ H→aa → fermions: 
→ 4μ, 2b2τ, 2b2μ, 2μ2τ, 4τ, 4b 

❖ H→aa →4γ  

❖ H→aa →2b + MET 

❖ H→ZdZd→4l 
(Zdark=Zd) 

❖ H→invisible 

❖ H→lepton-jets 

❖ H→Long-lived→Displaced hadronic jets  

❖ …

Texas A&M and Rice University

involved in displaced muons searches!
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Triggering on displaced objects

❖ Search for displaced signatures start from here!

❖ Level-1 (L1): regional reconstruction of objects in calorimeters and muon chambers 

                    (target rate 100 kHz)

❖ Higher Level Trigger (HLT): specialized reconstruction sequences that include full detector 

                                           information, target physics rate of 1kHz

❖ Challenges: No tracking at L1; Tracking at HLT targeted towards prompt objects; Delayed 

signals require special input for collecting signals outside of bunch crossings  

❖ Examples: 
 → Displaced jets: pile-up will drive HT requirements ever higher. Possible to use 
     displaced seeds for online tracking to tighten association of jets to tracks 
 → Displaced photons: ET thresholds on single photon triggers are very high, whereas 
      signal models have a wide spectrum. In Run2 HT cross trigger to lower threshold. 
 → Disappearing tracks: No tracking at Level-1, so trigger on MET from ISR. Run2: 
      dedicated MET cross trigger with an isolated track at HLT (track requirements limit 
      signal efficiency)
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Displaced muons trigger

❖ Ad-hoc trigger for displaced muon signatures (introduced in Run-2): 
 → Primary dataset (PD): Double Muon 
 → HLT_TrkMu15_DoubleTrkMu5NoFiltersNoVtx  
 → 2 L1 muons with pT>12 GeV and pT>5 GeV (OR pT>10 GeV and pT>3.5 GeV) 
 → Global muons are reconstructed using dedicated algorithm for non-pointing muon


❖ Diminished trigger efficiency in the 
forward region


❖ At least one offline muon with: 
pT>17 GeV, |η|<0.9 
(to ensure high trigger efficiency)


❖ Once this requirement is applied: 
trigger efficiency per event high 
(96-97%)

20 4 Analysis Selections and Efficiencies
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Figure 12: The HLT TrkMu15 DoubleTrkMu5NoFilterNoVtx per event trigger efficiencies
with realistic closeness of muons measured in Monte Carlo simulation of NMSSM with mh1

= 125 GeV and ma1 = 2 GeV versus h of the muon with leading pT when at least one offline
muon with pT > 17 GeV and another three offline muons with pT > 8 GeV within |h| < 2.4 are
found in the event. Left: without h requirement on the leading muon. Right: with |h| < 0.9
requirement on the leading muon.
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Figure 13: Signal trigger efficiency measured in MC simulation of dark SUSY when at least
one offline muon with pT > 17 GeV and another three offline muons with pT > 8 GeV within
|h| < 2.4 are found in the event. Left: without h requirement on the leading muon. Right: with
|h| < 0.9 requirement on the leading muon.

Asking leading μ to 
have pT>17 GeV
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Dark SUSY @TAMU
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❖ Dark SUSY: 
 → Predict cold dark matter at ~ TeV scale 
 → U(1)D is broken, giving rise to light dark photons (γD) 
 → γD weakly couples to SM particles via small kinetic mixing (ε) 
 → Lightest neutralino is no longer stable and can decay to a dark neutralino 
     (which escapes detection) and a dark photon  
 → γD can have a non-negligible lifetime and can travel some distance prior decaying!

0 2 4 6 8

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

mγD [GeV]

Br

❖ Generating dark SUSY samples with:  
                  m(γD) from 0.25 to 8.5 GeV 
                  cτ from 0 to 100 mm 
                  Used m(γn1)=10 GeV and m(γnD)=1 GeV

B
r γD

 (a
→

µµ
)
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Analysis strategy

Pre-approval H->2a->4mu

Analysis Strategy
• Select events with two muon pairs (dimuons)
• Each dimuon must be consistent with having originated from 

the decay of a light resonance 
• Low invariant mass (𝑚𝑎< 9 GeV)
• The trajectories of the two muons should be 

consistent with originating from the same vertex
• Ensure high trigger and reconstruction efficiencies

• New trigger for displaced muon signatures
• Constrain the decay of the light boson within a 

fiducial volume
• Estimate the contribution of SM backgrounds in signal 

region
• Search for new physics in signal region 

• Signal region:  Corridor in the 2D space of dimuon 
masses where both dimuons have consistent mass

6

background

background

❖ Reconstructing 2 muon pairs


❖ Reconstruction and efficiencies: 
 → Ad-hoc trigger for displaced muon signatures 
 → Constrain the decay of the light boson within a fiducial volume  
     (flat efficiency needed in order to be model independent)


❖ Estimate the contribution of SM backgrounds 
in signal region


❖ Search for new physics: 
 → Signal region: corridor in the 2D 
space of muon-jets masses 
 → Corridor has a width that represent 5 σ 
of mass resolution
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The light boson (dark photon) satisfying (1) is labelled a0 and the other is labelled a1. In the508

case that both dimuons in an event satisfy (1), containing a 17 GeV muon in |h| < 0.9, the labels509

of a0 and a1 are assigned randomly.510

The numerator in equation 9, NGENµµ�2⇥RECOµ Match, is the number of new light bosons (dark511

photons) in which the generator level (GEN) dimuon has two reconstruction level (RECO)512

muon matches meeting a DR < 0.1 criteria in events which fired the HLT. The reconstructed513

muons considered are required to have a pT > 8 GeV and |h| < 2.4. The resulting dimuon514

reconstruction efficiency as a function of the vertex Lxy and Lz for both a0 and a1 is shown in515

Fig. 17. Note, that the efficiency is high and stable for Lxy . 9.8 cm (corresponding to the inner516

radius of the third layer in the pixel barrel detector), and then it begins to gradually decrease up517

to Lxy ⇡ 22 cm (corresponding to the radius of the first layer of the silicon tracker), after which518

the efficiency proceeds to decreases much more steeply as the new light bosons decay further519

and further inside the silicon tracker up to Lxy ⇡ 60 cm (corresponding to the radius of the last520

layer of the silicon tracker inner barrel), before falling to zero for higher Lxy. Furthermore, a521

reduction of the dimuon reconstruction efficiency is seen from the muon system overlap region522

(|h| = 0.9) until the start of CSC ring ME1/1 (|h| = 1.5). This loss of efficiency is then recovered523

in the CSC endcap (1.5 < |h| < 2.4).524

Figure 16: Sketch to illustrate definition of the transverse decay length Lxy between the beam
line and the displaced decay vertex of the dark photon.

It is also interesting to study the dimuon efficiency from equation 9 when constrained by only525

considering new light bosons decaying within the third pixel barrel layer (Lxy < 9.8cm) and the526

second pixel endcap (Lz < 48.5cm). This 1-dimensional efficiency as a function of Lxy and Lz,527

which is a projection of the 2-dimensional efficiency shown in Fig. 17, is shown in Figure 18. It528

is clear that within this region dimuons are accurately reconstructed with a very high efficiency.529

The reconstruction efficiency per muon, again as a function of Lxy and Lz, is studied. For this530

calculation the efficiency per muon is defined as531

NGEN�RECO Match
NGENµ

. (10)

Here, the denominator, NGENµ , is the number of generator level muons (from the decay of532

the new light boson) satisfying the analysis requirements on pT and h in events which fired the533

HLT. The numerator, NGEN�RECO Match, is the number of RECO level muons which match to the534

GEN level muons with DR < 0.1 in events which fired the HLT. The resulting reconstruction535
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❖  We test the reconstruction efficiency for dark SUSY (and NMSSM) 
 → Reconstruction vs cτ (lifetime)


❖ Efficiency is measured inside a fiducial volume defined by the CMS 
pixel system (Lxy < 9.8 cm and Lz < 48.5 cm)

Fiducial region

22 4 Analysis Selections and Efficiencies

considered. These tables also show acceptance at of the basic event selection requirements446

applied to muons at the generator level (agen). Other aspects of the signal selection are chosen447

in such a way that they allow for the full selection efficiency to be easily calculated from agen448

with only a single scale factor.449

4.3 Further Event Selection450

Construction of “muon-jets”. In events that satisfy the basic muon requirements, all selected451

muons are iteratively grouped into “muon-jet” objects using the following algorithm:452

1. Association of muons into “muon pairs”. Pairs of oppositely charged muons are grouped453

together if they have a pairwise invariant mass m(µ+µ�) < 9 GeV and either the fit of454

the tracker tracks associated with the two muons for a common KalmanFitter vertex has455

the vertex probability Pv(µ+µ�) > 1% or the two muons are within DR(µ+µ�) < 0.01456

of each other. The latter requirement ensures that pairs of muons with closely spaced457

nearly parallel tracks at the common vertex, in which case the efficiency of the vertex fit458

requirement is significantly reduced, are accepted with high efficiency. This requirement459

does not introduce any significant increase in the background contamination as the prob-460

ability of two unrelated muon candidates being in such close proximity to each other is461

negligible, and further details concerning this issue can be found in Appendix F. At this462

stage, a particular muon may be associated with more than one “muon pair”. The com-463

mon vertex of a “muon pair” is not required to match any primary vertex of the event464

or to be the same as the common vertex of another “muon pair” in the same event. The465

procedure continues until all “muon pairs” satisfying these criteria are constructed.466

2. Association of “muon pairs” into “muon-jets”. If any two “muon pairs” share a muon,467

they are clustered together into a “muon-jet”. There is no limit on the number of muons468

in a “muon-jet”, and not all muons must to be grouped. No limit on ungrouped muons469

(“orphans”) is applied.470

Requirement on number of dimuons. Following the analysis strategy that targets only events471

with non-standard-model Higgs boson decays to pairs of new light bosons, each of which de-472

cays into the µ+µ� final state, we select events with exactly two “muon-jets”, each with exactly473

two reconstructed muons. Such “muon-jets” are referred to as dimuons. The Tables in Ap-474

pendix C show that this selection is highly efficient for the signal benchmark scenarios, where475

the small inefficiency arises from the common vertex fit requirement.476

Note again, that no restriction on the number of “orphan” muons in the event is applied. While477

we could reject events with “orphans,” it would introduce unnecessary model dependency478

into the results. One example could be Higgs boson production in association with one or479

more energetic jet, where the probability that a non-muon track from a jet to be incorrectly480

associated with some of the 16 muon stubs available in the event resulting in a reconstructed481

“orphan” can be not negligible.482

Requirement on each dimuon containing at least one muon with a hit in the first layer of the483

pixel detector.484

The average transverse decay length, Lxy, of the dark photon depends on its lifetime and mass
as follows:

Lxy = gctgD

pT

p
=

E
mgD

ctgD

pT

p
, (8)

LZ

Pre-approval H->2a->4mu 16

ൗ𝜖𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑀𝐶

𝛼𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 0.68 ± 0.08 (Mean value considering all simulated points weighted by the 
statistical uncertainty, the error is assigned as the largest deviation from the mean 
value)

Reconstruction efficiency vs generator acceptance

✏MC
full

↵GEN
= 0.68± 0.08
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Searches at CMS:

❖ Final exclusion plots shows CMS + other experiments 
 → Limits in the 2D plane: mass vs kinematic mixing parameter 
 → Colored contours represent different values of Br(h → 2γD + X) in the range 1-40% 
 → Assumed mn1  = 10 GeV, mnD  = 1GeV

❖ Exclusion limits orthogonal to ATLAS one 
 → ATLAS looks for di-muon final state 
 → Able to trigger using only muon system 
 → Ask explicitly displaced signature to  
      remove DY background 
      (reason why they exclude only high ϵ)
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Looking at the future:

❖ Especially in the case new physics delay into be found… preparing to turn every stone 
 → Planning a displaced muons trigger


❖ A daunting task: 
 → L1 Track Trigger will not be able to reconstruct displaced tracks (lower pT resolution) 
 → L1 muon reconstruction assumes muons coming from the interaction point 


❖ Still potential for designing a displaced muon trigger: 
 → Muon direction within a single station: underutilized in CMS L1 Muon trigger 
      → Especially for Endcap (help from GEM!!) 
 → True energetic displaced muons will have a consistent bending angle in different 
stations 
 → Veto Tracker tracks to reduce rate (propagate L1 track to second muon station, veto 
L1Mu if L1 track is in a cone of ΔR=0.12)
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Conclusions

❖ Quest for new physics is not uni-dimensional

    → Absence of new physics could point us toward the new nature of the Universe


❖ Dedicated LLP experiments could probe intermediate cτ regions


❖ Displaced at CMS/ATLAS start from triggering

    → Triggering on LLPs involves either dedicated triggers or generic triggers 

    → Generic triggers can provide sufficient signal acceptance, as some signals otherwise 

    limited by options at L1/HLT for a more specific trigger 

    → Trends from Run1 to Run2 have mostly been to either raise thresholds in order to

         cope with pileup or design a more signal-specific trigger  

❖ Upgrades to CMS will yield more opportunities to target more challenging signals with

   dedicated triggers 
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BACKUP
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Displaced jets

❖ Signal: pair-produced long-lived neutral particle decaying to jet pairs  

❖ Dedicated displaced jet triggers 
→ First: 
     → Jet HT, thresholds bumped up from Run1  
     → At least two jets, pT > 40, |η| < 2.0  
     → No more than 2 prompt tracks associated to a jet  
→ Second: 
     → Lower HT threshold, now include at least one track associate 
          with IP2D = 5*σIP2D 

❖ Challenges: pile-up will drive HT requirements ever higher, but would like to stay as low 
in HT and pT as possible 


❖ Possible improvements: use displaced seeds for online tracking to tighten association of 
jets to tracks so pT thresholds could be made lower 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2256654/files/EXO-16-003-pas.pdf

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2256654/files/EXO-16-003-pas.pdf
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Displaced photons

Displaced Photons

22 April 2017 K. McDermott – LLP Mini-Workshop 10

• Challenge: ET thresholds on single photon triggers are very high, 
whereas signal models have a wide spectrum

• Trigger Strategy
– Run1: Use of dedicated triggers: well isolated photon, taking 

advantage of shower shape, with <=>?@@	or multijet cross-triggers
– Present: Replace with HT cross trigger to incorporate new models
– Additionally, use double photon triggers with lower ET thresholds and 

invariant mass to recover events in dark shower

• Signal: singly, doubly, or many 
photons out-of-time with respect 
to prompt collisions (can include 
some <=>?@@ and jet activity)
– Motivated by GMSB, Hidden Valley 

Dark Shower, inelastic Dark Matter

GMSB HVDS

Ref: CMS-PAS-EXO-12-035

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2063495/files/EXO-12-035-pas.pdf

Signal: singly, doubly, or many photons out-of-time 
with respect to prompt collisions 
(can include some MET and jet activity)  
 → Motivated by GMSB, Hidden Valley Dark 
      Shower, inelastic Dark Matter  

❖ Challenges: ET thresholds on single photon triggers are very high, whereas signal models 
have a wide spectrum 

❖ Trigger Strategy 
 → Run1: Use of dedicated triggers: well isolated photon, taking  advantage of shower 
shape, with MET or multijet cross-triggers  
 → Present: Replace with HT cross trigger to incorporate new models  
 → Additionally, use double photon triggers with lower ET thresholds and invariant mass 
to recover events in dark shower 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2063495/files/EXO-12-035-pas.pdf
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Disappearing tracks

❖ Signal: Charged BSM particle that decays to soft product + weakly interacting particle 
→ When pair produced MET nearly cancels  
→ Primary benchmark: Anomaly Mediated SUSY Breaking  

❖ Challenges: No tracking at Level-1, so trigger on MET from ISR 
               jet recoiling off of χ1±χ1∓  

❖ Trigger Strategy: 
→ Run1: generic pure MET, and Jet + MET triggers  
→ Run2: dedicated MET cross trigger with an isolated track 
     at HLT (track requirements limit signal efficiency) 
→ Extra pixel layers for 2017 to benefit track requirements (loosening isolation) + 
     extended reach for shorter lifetime  

❖ Future: L1 tracking in Phase-II will grant a much wider range for triggering: no longer have 
       to rely on ISR to trigger on

Disappearing Tracks

22 April 2017 K. McDermott – LLP Mini-Workshop 5

• Signal: Charged BSM particle that decays 
to soft product + weakly interacting 
particles (e.g. 34± → 	348 + :±)
– When pair produced, <=>?@@ nearly cancels
– Primary benchmark: Anomaly Mediated SUSY 

Breaking

• Challenges: No tracking at Level-1, so 
trigger on <=>?@@ from ISR jet recoiling off of 
34± 34∓

• Trigger Strategy
– 2012: generic pure <=>?@@, and Jet + <=>?@@ triggers
– Run2: dedicated <=>?@@ cross trigger with an isolated track at HLT, however track 

requirements limit signal efficiency
– Extra pixel layers for 2017 to benefit track requirements (loosening isolation) + extended 

reach for shorter lifetime

• Towards the future: L1 tracking in Phase-II will grant a much wider range for 
triggering: no longer have to rely on ISR to trigger on <=>?@@

Ref: 1411.6006 Sub: JHEP
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Searches at CMS: III) Displaced 

❖ Broad variety of final states: 
 → Long-lived charged particles 
 → Displaced leptons in the e-μ channel 
      →e/μ with transverse impact parameter 
         𝛜[200μm-10cm]


❖ Ih discriminator based on dE/dx, from measurement 
of ionization deposited + time of flight information

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/EXO-15-010/
http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-16-022/

Result in 
term on  

displaced 
SUSY 
(pair 

production 
of stops)
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❖ Mean value for ϵ/α computed by considering all simulated points weighted by 
the statistic uncertainty


❖ Uncertainty is computed by looking at the larger deviation from the mean

Pre-approval H->2a->4mu 16

ൗ𝜖𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑀𝐶

𝛼𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 0.68 ± 0.08 (Mean value considering all simulated points weighted by the 
statistical uncertainty, the error is assigned as the largest deviation from the mean 
value)

Reconstruction efficiency vs generator acceptance

Analysis strategy

✏MC
full

↵GEN
= 0.68± 0.08
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❖ Efficiency map (as a function of Lxy and LZ) 
 → Fiducial volume ensures high reconstruction efficiency 
 → Black line: beginning of overlap region (|η|<0.9) until beginning of ME1/1 (|η|<1.5) 
 → Plot shows mγD=0.25 GeV (all lifetimes together)
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❖ a0 is the dark photon with the high pT muon (if both have one the label is random)

Analysis strategy


